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It seems everything we see and read about
these days involves statistics or some form
of number analysis. Whether it’s the recent
“scandal” at Michigan State University, where
a now-convicted doctor’s years of abuse has
spun into a minefield for the school’s basketball and football programs, or this industry’s
reflections on a single TCO2 positive test.
“Numbers don’t lie” is a phrase we have
often heard.
Unfortunately while the numbers in a sense
are reliable, the stories they tell most times
are interpretive. Conclusions tend to be drawn
by use of numbers and that’s where the theoretical facts derived from these numbers can
stretch and be pulled into opinion.
The call for greater transparency regarding
TCO2 numbers in the sport, or for that matter
greater transparency from those officials
entrusted with the public safety at Michigan
State University, brings with it some very
unintended consequences. It calls on a gathering of information and an interpretation.
While numbers can tell a story and statistics
often do, it’s more a question of what story
we’d like to make from these numbers that I
find revealing.
In the case of Michigan State, two long-time

coaches had numbers thrown in their face
from a series of allegations that happened over
a significant period of time. None of the allegations involved the specific coaches in intended
wrongdoing but in facts related to accusations
about their former players.
When thrown into the collective, all
involved become guilty simply by association
and incredibly without the benefit of our country’s legal standards of “innocent until proven
guilty.”
Transparency, as we like to call, it is this
theoretical art of getting all of the information available and leaving it out there for our
“intended” interpretation.
While we can all agree that the right to
information, especially information that could
reveal potential abuses is vital, it is safe to say
in modern society that very often information
when sent out at warp speed can be equally
damaging to those alleged of a crime and not
as yet or ever convicted.
The need from all of us to reach conclusions is not new. Those of us who handicap
must reach some conclusions each day by the
statistics we read and interpret. However, it’s
important that we all step back and notice
that the way we reach our own conclusions
from the set of statistics put before us differs
dramatically.
Take the TCO2 situation that has been
evaluated and concluded even in the simple
call for transparency for example. The idea
as I’ve read it is to look at all of the tests and
then determine from all of these numbers who
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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the trainers are that routinely come close to the regulated maximum
threshold but don’t actually go over it. This will to some people give
more credence when a stable member actually goes over the line.
That was the part of transparency that made me shiver.
The reality of a positive test in our industry is that it implies a horse
went over the allowed limit of a substance that is not allowed to be
present in its system prior to a horse race. While we would all hope
that the tests are 100 percent accurate, history and probably some
exceptional work by lawyers, has helped keep the actual conviction
rate lower than that level.
So if we are asking for transparency in this regard, we now have
to take all statistics and conclude that if a trainer’s horses normally
come close to the level but not over it, that any positive test comes with
the presumption that they were “close” to guilty on all of these other
occasions and therefore must be guilty on this single test.
Sure, I would agree with many that positive tests for a large majority of occasions are completely accurate and do tell a very effective
story. That they don’t always lead to punishment is something I’m
afraid we’re just going to have to live with.
My fear as always is in our need for so-called transparency on this
single subject that we divert our attentions away from other real
problems that can’t be quantified at the moment by statistics and
conclusions. That illegal substances yet to be tested for can impact
the outcome of horse racing must be perceived to be of greater significance. We are not only unable to test for what we don’t know but
unable to test for smaller or larger samples of mysterious but potent
elixirs.
Transparency may be what we all would like and what we all
should seek. However, if it’s just used to imply that someone is a
“cheat” because they always came close, this sport can do without it.
We already have enough social media speculation and conclusions
about a significant list of trainers believed to be wrongdoers that
consistently get away with it.
In drafting what is perceived to be a tougher standard on those who
receive positive tests, the sport lays itself open for potential bad news.
That our leading trainer over the last decade now falls into that path
is something that statistically could have happened just based on the
number of starters he has every year. However, it would be wrong to
draw conclusions and say that someone who started 2,000 horses with
one positive is any less guilty than someone who started 2 horses and
had one positive.
I believe that’s what could happen if we are truly transparent.

Only the positive test matters and if it can’t be disproven it must
stand on its own merits for whatever reason it came to light.
We see what we want to see and we believe what we want to believe,
no amount of transparency is ever going to change that.
That children are being killed by other children using guns in our
public schools leads some to blame the children and others to blame
the guns. No matter the transparency we can’t all conclude that children without guns can’t do the same damage.

Dedicated to Putting You in the Winner’s Circle!
Larry Drysdale, Winbak of Ontario Manager
905.838.2145 / winbakcanada@bellnet.ca
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Plainridge drops Spirit of Massachusetts amid disagreements with horsemen
By Derick Giwner
There is a fine line between agreement and disagreement
when it comes to negotiations. Both the management at Plainridge Park and the Harness Horseman’s Association of New
England say they want the $250,000 Spirit of Massachusetts Trot
to continue in 2018 and beyond. Despite that common ground,
the race for older trotters, which was introduced just last year,
has been cancelled by track management.
In a press release put out by Plainridge Park, Director of
Racing Steve O’Toole said the following:
“After a tremendous first running last year we are very disappointed that the HHANE chose not to provide their consent
for the 2018 edition,” said O’Toole. “Although the race that put
Plainridge Park back on the harness racing map will not be part
of our 2018 season, Plainridge Park is committed to a racing
program that highlights our local participants as well as high
quality events.”
Although not mentioned in the release, the track also dropped
the recently announced Clara Barton for older pacing mares,
leaving the Plainville, Massachusetts oval without a major
stakes event.
In a January 18 letter from HHANE President Robert McHugh
to O’Toole, the horsemen outlined that they would approve the
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Spirit of Massachusetts as well as the Clara Barton assuming
the purse money for these events was taken from premium
funds that the association believes Penn Gaming (Plainridge
parent company) is retiaining from the purse account. They also
offered $25,000 to Plainridge to co-market those stakes races.
When reached for comment, Chris McErlean, Vice President
of Racing for Penn Gaming, pointed out that the sticking point
in the negotiations revolved around the horsemen asking for
a one-sided monetary change in the current contract which
expires at the end of 2018.
“We were prepared to conduct business with regard to the
Spirit of Massachusetts in the same manner as we did last year
without any other modifications of our contract,” said McErlean.
Interestingly, both Penn Gaming and the horsemen seem
eager to promote racing in New England on the grassroots and
stakes level.
“The HHANE is willing to re-engage in discussion at any
time to offer these races or any other that would support Plainridge Park, our members, and the industry as a whole,” wrote
McHugh in an email press release.
The inaugural Spirit of Massachusetts was a hotly-contested
affair won by 60-1 longshot JL Cruze in a track record 1:51 2/5.
The 2018 edition was scheduled for July 26.

Visit us online at drf.com/harness

Ross Croghan, Eric Cherry picking winners from Down Under
By Derick Giwner
The New Zealanders are coming! The New Zealanders are coming!
The influx of horses from Down Under have shown no signs of
slowing down and the latest importer has been trainer Ross Croghan
as representative for Eric Cherry’s Let It Ride Stables. With horses
debuting in the U.S. from the New York metropolitan area to Florida and almost all racing well, Cherry and Croghan seemed to have
picked a good lot.
“Ross made a trip in November and we bought eight horses to race
mainly during the winter and hopefully put a few of them in the
Levy,” said Cherry. “Every one of them has been racing well so far.
The two best are Waikiki Beach A and Hug The Wind N. Mr Euroman
N might even be a touch better than we thought.”
Waikiki Beach A was a star in his early years of racing Down Under.
He won 23 of his first 24 races as a 2- and 3-year-old while accumulating over $621,000 in purse money before going winless in 14 starts as
a 4-year-old. Those statistics compare quite favorably with another
import who has earned over $1.2 million in two years of racing in
North America.
Bit Of A Legend N began his career with 17 wins in 37 starts for
nearly $590,000 in earnings before coming to this continent and posting a tremendous 21 wins in 56 starts.
“With Waikiki, he had run into a few bumps in the road after his
3-year-old year, because down there they can’t use Lasix and other
things. There were a couple of other little things Ross saw and we
were hoping that he would translate into a good horse here. We are
planning to put Hug The Wind N and Waikiki Beach A into the Levy
and we’ll stake them up,” said Cherry.
Waikiki Beach A came up with a big mile in his U.S. unveiling. Starting in the Open Handicap at Pompano Park, the son of Somebeachsomewhere-Cyclone Beach sat patiently in third behind fractions of
27 3/5 and 57 2/5, before driver Scott Zeron made his move. The pair
loomed just off the leader in a 27 2/5 third quarter and sprinted home
under a drive to get up by a half-length in 1:51 4/5.
While all of the other purchases have been seen at The Meadowlands and Yonkers, ‘Waikiki’ stayed south to remain with Croghan as
he oversees his contingent of 2 and 3-year-olds.
“With Waikiki, Ross wanted to make sure on a daily basis that
everything was good and there were no issues since he could be both
exciting and valuable,” said Cherry, who acknowledged that Waikiki
Beach A was the most expensive of the group. “The other night at
Pompano when they walked to the half and he came first-over in his
first start here, for him to come home in sub 54 (seconds) and the way
he looked doing it, I was very impressed.”
As good as Waikiki Beach A was at Pompano, Mr Euroman N and
Hug The Wind N, who Cherry co-owns with Dana Parham, may have
been even more impressive. The former stopped the clock in 1:50 while
the latter won in 1:50 2/5, both at The Meadowlands.
Cherry says the parade of horses coming from Down Under is in
part a necessity because as an industry we haven’t done enough to
support the smaller breeder.
“We keep breeding less and we are not doing anything to stimulate
breeding,” said Cherry. “There are things that can be done. Such
as, have races that are restricted to horses that have a low stud fee.
What if each track had one or two series’ a year, with two legs and
a final, with the final equal to what a regular Open would go for at
that track. Horses would be eligible without sustaining payments and
just a starting fee of $100 or $200, not a lot. It would only be for horses
whose stallion fees are let’s say $2,500 or less, or something like that.
This way you could breed a horse and have a chance to make some
money at 2 or 3. If you don’t do that, big farms keep breeding, but all
of the smaller people that used to breed one, two or three horses in
their backyard, those are gone. Those are the overnight horses of the
future.”
The decline in foal crops has caused Cherry’s breeding operation to
evolve with the times.
“I see every year they are breeding less and less, so what I’m doing is
breeding a lot more horses. I’m breeding over 50 broodmares this year.
I used to breed 5 or 10 (years ago) and I’ve gradually increased over the
years. I just see there is going to be a huge demand,” said Cherry.
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Skip Smith

Waikiki Beach A won his North American debut at Pompano
Park in 1:51 4/5 with Scott Zeron in the bike.

Never at a loss for words or new ideas, Cherry was the architect
behind the new Survivor wager which was introduced at The Meadowlands in November of last year. Pools have been averaging in
the $15,000 to $20,000 range and he is reasonably pleased with the
results.
“It definitely serves a need,” said Cherry. “It is the only bet where
you can make a lot of money picking favorites or simply by picking
winners.”
While Cherry admits to playing the Survivor and hitting it a few
times, one winner he didn’t have was Waikiki Beach A. “I didn’t bet
a dime,” he said about the $7.00 winner. “He was like 6-5 at post time
and drifted up. I already own the horses so there is no reason to play
them at short prices.”

Royally-bred Angus Hall
2-year-old in training selling in the

February 12, 2018

Hip 137 PM ACRES ACE bc
Out of stakes winner Ecstatic 4,1:54.1 ($302,913),
dam of two impressive 2-year-old stakes performers
from three foals. In training with Andy Burkholder
(330) 674-0968. Selling to settle a delinquent account.

Eligible to: Ontario Sires Stakes, Arden Downs,
Breeders Crown, Currier & Ives, Dexter Cup,
Hambletonian, Hoosier, Horseman,
Wilfong Memorial, Yonkers Trot.

Click here to view video
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Online catalog available at bloodedhorse.com
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A sport filled with conflicts
on the mark
Did you ever want to know more than just the statistics of your
favorite trainers and drivers? Derick Giwner took to the backstretch to ask them some more unorthodox questions.

Driver brett miller
What is your favorite track to race at?

Northfield Park

What kind of car do you drive?

Dodge Durango

Do you have children? How old?

Yes-- 6, 8, 11 & 20

Pick one: Chicken, Beef or Pasta?

Beef

Pick one: Cake, Cookies or Candy?

Cake

When you leave the track, are the races still on your
mind?
If it is a big race and I felt like I made a bad decision, yes.

What is the longest time you’ve sat in traffic trying to get to
a track?
I think it took me three hours one time to go to Yonkers; it
should’ve taken an hour.

How often do you check the
entries after the draw to see if
your horse got in or if you are
listed to drive?

By Bob Marks

@BobMarks3

Many of those who remember what racing used to be during its
golden years are probably too old and too tired to offer any more
than lip service to any attempt to restore the grand old sport to its
former stature.
That is, of course, if it is remotely possible.
Many of those who’ve grown up in the sport over the last quarter
century are accustomed to empty grandstands and subsidization,
and may even feel a sense of entitlement to that slot revenue.
Yes, the purses are excellent in many cases, which can be borne
out by the yearling sales and mixed racing sales market, which
in recent years has undergone a considerable renaissance. Some
people are spending money and obviously thriving in the harness
racing business.
However, unless one’s head is buried in the sand, ostrich like,
one knows that tracks without slot revenues would cease to exist
almost immediately.
Other than The Meadowlands and the two main Ontario tracks,
betting handle is almost non-existent and the grandstand seats are
seldom filled. And yet we go on as if it will never end. But then
again, there really isn’t much choice here as the former fans are
long gone and their descendants are generally oblivious to their
forefather’s passions.
So what’s the answer?
I’m not sure there is one!
We can certainly examine the product to try and ascertain what
works and what doesn’t.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

To be honest, stakes season I
really pay attention. During the
winter, I look at it whenever I get
around to it.

That’s a toss-up; Yannick Gingras
and Jarett Kelley.

Lisa Photo

Horses driven by Brett
Miller earned over $5.7
million in 2017.

Other than you, who is the best driver in the sport?
David Miller.

If you are going to grab a drink after the races, which
horseperson would you want to hang out with?
Jarett Kelley.

What is your favorite sport? Team?
Football – Cleveland Browns.

What is one thing about you most fans/bettors don’t
know?

®

“Bolt The Duer’s 1st crop yearlings
are good-looking with great
conformation and look like athletes.”
- James Ladwig, Winbak Yearling Manager
p, 2, 1:51; 3, 1:47.4f ($1,828,995)
Ponder-Wonderbolt-Artsplace

• Winner of Adios in World Record 1:47.4
• Winner of Joe Gerrity Jr. Memorial
(equaled World Record with 1:49 Mile)

Probably that I would do anything for anybody.

Standing at Winbak of NY for $4,000.
Click Here for Online Booking Application.

What is one word that describes harness racing for you?

Dedicated to Putting You in the Winner’s Circle!

Family. I was born into this family business and this is what I’ve
done my whole life. I don’t know how to do anything else.
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BOLT THE DUER

Who is your best friend on the
backstretch?

Noelle Duspiva, Winbak of NY Manager
845.778.5421 / stallions@winbakfarm.com
www.winbakfarm.com / /
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Of course, the different factions that make up the product tend to
be at different ends of the spectrum, with each offering a plausible
rationalization for their viewpoint.
We could revive some things popular in the past, like keeping
horses around longer . . . a true Triple Crown . . . a Breeders Crown
that replicates the Breeders’ Cup in which the elite 3-year-olds get
to truly test their elders. Things like that. How that would go over
in today’s climate is anybody’s guess.
The true racing fan may enjoy what could be called championship
racing in which the best of existing generations gather to compete.
Of course, the owners of those “champions” might not agree,
having spent so much money to achieve superior status, knowing
full well that less than stellar performances could decrease that
value.
When we move on to catch-drivers, we see a similar disconnect.
Drivers, while independent contractors, have multiple bosses.
Boss number one is the bettor, who feels that whoever drives the
horse he bet on is working strictly for him. Thus anything less
than an all-out effort to win this particular race is not only unethical but downright criminal.
The trainer may feel that this particular race is just one of a
sequence of races throughout the season, thus it’s advisable for
the catch-driver to return with enough horse not to interrupt that
progression. That’s not sport, it’s business.
The owner may or may not even know how much “horse” he actually has but is undoubtedly cognizant of the numbers on the bill he
receives each month. If he was told “we can win tonight” and puts
his money down, his sympathies may lie with the bettor for that
one race. If he’s told this race is a prelude to the bigger money down
the road, he will then desire the driver to return with “horse”
remaining. Thus depending on the situation, he can be somewhat
conflicted.
And therein is the dilemma, although the current harness racing
reality deems it less significant as we go on. There is but minimal
betting handle. Thus by satisfying only the bettors you’re satisfying a dwindling few. Like It or not, that is a business reality.
There is a decreased independent ownership pool as existing
owners have turned to partnerships in which one individual may
have pieces of multiple horses with multiple trainers. This too has
become business reality.
To the outside world it must look like everybody is in cahoots
with everybody else. In some ways this is true and in other ways
maybe not so much, depending on who is actually in charge. But
in that appearances often supersede reality, it looks like we’re all
together. That is not good sport, at least to the outside world.
In that we’re now entrenched into this partnership world, I’m
not sure there is an alternative. And that in essence, that is the
dilemma!
Good for the sport or good for the business? Good question.
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Trot takes
By Ryan Macedonio

@Trotcast

Playing by the numbers
Every sport that has multiple athletes competing in the same
field at the same time has numbers attached to the athlete, except
for horse racing. Numbers are a great way to add promotion and
marketing, so let’s do it!
Why can’t a driver have an assigned number? He can add it to
his colors, and it would be an easy way to make merchandise more
appealing to the fans. Yannick Gingras can now be #3 as well.
Every horse that Gingras drives will be #3. Saddlepads will all be
#3, and they will even be matching to his green and yellow colors!
Drivers would now be responsible for the saddlepads, it enhances
your brand so stop complaining; it’s called a business expense.
Everything looks good on TV when it all matches, too. You’ll be
doing a brand tsunami by constantly referring to Yannick and his
horses as the 3. Adding numbers is a very simple way to actually
connect drivers to the fans casually.
Now how do we give out numbers?
Here’s what the rules could be, and it may be elitist, but you start
at the top. Whether it’s career earnings/wins or 2017 seasonal
earnings and wins. It’s like a number draft. Let’s say Aaron Merriman goes first since he had the most wins last year. He can pick
any number he wants and that’s his career number. Let’s say any
driver under 1000 wins cannot select a number under triple digits
and drivers under 100 wins have to select 4-digit numbers to start
out with.
Now I know the bettors have already tuned out, throwing their
hands up, yelling at the screen, “How do I place a bet?” Well, I
think it’s pretty simple, switch to letter format. In the program,
you have the driver number listed in big branding numbers and
their post position and betting letters in small font. On the TV, list
the numbers according to post position, big branding numbers
followed by the letter.
Too complicated for ya? Really? The betting stuff is only for
personal use anyways. If you bet a D,F,A straight triple, that’s only
for your knowledge, a key, if you will, to consult after the race. I
want you yelling out, I need Gingras 3, Bartlett 22, and Marohn
57, or 3,22,57, instead of 4,5,6. Assigning numbers to the drivers
reduces the dehumanizing aspect of betting, which can cause
great negativity towards the game.
This idea is probably too wacky and zany! I hear that a lot. Just
tell me how numbers have failed in every other sport first and how
jersey sales are a thing of the past.

Visit us online at drf.com/harness

Pelling seeing things differently in his North American return
By Jay Bergman
Much has changed since trainer Brett Pelling left the States to
return home a dozen years ago. An elite trainer at the time of his
move after the 2005 racing season, Pelling wanted his children to be
brought up in his native land. Last year Pelling returned to this country with a hope of rebuilding his stable.
“It’s my family,” Pelling said in response to why he has returned.
From a training perspective, Pelling was open as to how he had
anticipated some of his former owners would react. “I had an idea that
I could position myself to prepare and train the top 3-year-olds,” said
Pelling. “I wasn’t looking to take horses away from anyone.”
That initial option fell pretty much on deaf ears in 2017 as many of
his former owners spoke to Pelling but few came forward offering a
sophomore of substance to train.
Pelling wasn’t disheartened or disillusioned by the lack of movement and still hopes that some will see him as a fitting option. Historically he’s mastered the developmental part of many a horses’ career
and kept top horses like 2005 Horse of the Year Rocknroll Hanover at
peak form when the races mattered most.
Pelling, who will be 60 in July, clearly doesn’t want to go back into
the same business model he was successful at back in the late ‘90’s,
with a large stable of racehorses, stakes horses and claimers.
“I have 22 horses right now at White Birch,” Pelling said. “There’s
room for 27 stalls and I would be comfortable with that number. If I
get to that point and the right horse comes along, I’ll move one out.”
Always someone who thinks outside the box, Pelling embarked on
his own mission of sorts a few years back with a distinct eye on buying
yearlings and giving them as much time to develop as possible.
“I bought two yearlings each in the last three years,” said Pelling.
“They were for myself and I was determined to give them as much
time as necessary to develop into racehorses. I didn’t stake any of
them so there was no pressure to get them to the races early.”
The first two in the line are both 4-year-olds in 2018 and they are
among the four horses Pelling will race this weekend at The Meadowlands. Sing Along, a $10,000 initial purchase that debuted in the fall of
2017 and earned over $25,000 in limited action. Sing Along drew post
sixth and is at 7-2 in the fourth race Friday night at The Meadowlands.
On Saturday night Pelling will send out Pepper Guy, originally a
$37,000 buy, Pepper Guy has matured over time as well and has won
five races in a row moving slowly up the conditioned ladder.
Pepper Guy is an altered son of Well Said and a half-brother to the
successful El Bloombito.
“I think he’s a real nice horse that needed time,” said Pelling. “I
really think this is a good way to go for a trainer that wants to own
horses. The cost of staking these horses is so high and it puts added
pressure on getting them to the races at 2.”
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Brett Pelling trained 2005 Horse of the Year Rocknroll Hanover
among others during his career in North America.

Pelling, who has trained for many breeding farms, cautioned that
it’s not the type of strategy that would endear him to many of those
farms but at the same time he felt it was in the industry’s long-term
benefit to treat the horses properly.
The 5-year-old Awesomeness made his Pelling debut last Saturday
night at The Meadowlands, a fifth-place finish. “I thought he gave a
nice run at the end,” said Pelling.
Owner Martin Scharf entrusted Pelling with Awesomeness, a horse
that could be headed to the Levy series or beyond. “At this moment
I’m not sure whether the six straight weeks of the Levy is best for
him,” said Pelling. “We’re going to test him out the next few weeks to
see how he does. I think he’s a horse that you could see in some of the
big FFA races.”
Awesomeness drew post six in the $20,000 Preferred Handicap, race
seven of 13 on Saturday’s Meadowlands program. First post is 6:35 p.m.

Visit us online at drf.com/harness

Meadowlands announces 2018 Stakes schedule and conditions

The Meadowlands’ 2018 Grand Circuit stakes schedule will be
powered by over $9 million in purses led by Harness Racing’s most
coveted prize, the 93rd edition of the $1 million Hambletonian Stake.
The Meadowlands will once again play host two of the sport’s biggest
events. The $650,000 Meadowlands Pace headlines a card worth an estimated $2.3 million on Saturday, July 14. Just a few weeks later, “The
Greatest Day In Harness Racing” $3 million Hambletonian Day extravaganza closes the “Championship Meet” on Saturday, August 4.
With the help of our generous sponsors, all of The Meadowlands
marquee stakes including many of the most sought after trophies for
each division of trotters and pacers will return in 2018. Nominations
for those stakes close on February 15, 2018.
The New Jersey Sires Stakes (NJSS) will accommodate the statebred sophomore and freshman crop.
The Fall Meet gets underway on Friday October 12 featuring
late season 2-year-old stakes with the $750,000 Kindergarten Classic Finals and the $1.5 million Freshman Fall Final Four. The $1.1
million TVG Finals for older horses, another marquee event, is also
raced during the month of November.
All Meadowlands stakes adhere to the Stallion Restriction Condition (SRC) and may be subject to conditions imposed by the Standardbred Racing Integrity and Accountability Initiative (SRIAI). Final
details regarding SRIAI conditions will be made public once finalized.
As you consider staking, be advised that some new internal
language intended to keep the racing as fair as possible to those
owners and trainers seeking a level playing field has been added to
the conditions for all Meadowlands administered stakes.
The new language may be found in all Meadowlands stakes conditions under the “Rules” heading and states;
“Any horse nominated to any Meadowlands stakes/event must be
in the care of an approved trainer by April 15, 2018 for any stake/
event raced during the month of May and by May 15 for all other
2018 stakes/events. Nominator also agrees that any horse paid into
any 2018 Meadowlands stake/event may be required to be stabled at
an approved facility in a state that agrees to cooperate in an Out Of
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Competition Testing (OOCT) protocol; an approved for up to 14 days
facility within a 150 mile radius of The Meadowlands or the Tioga or
Vernon Downs stable area by the date set by The Meadowlands for
that stake/event for the purpose of OOCT. Failure to comply with
these conditions may result in any agreement created by the acceptance of any stakes payment to be declared void at the discretion of
The Meadowlands rendering the horse(s) in question ineligible to race
in those stakes/events with no liability to The Meadowlands and no
assurance of a refund of payments previously made to the stake/event
in question.”
In an effort to work with horsemen around North America, the New
Jersey Racing Commission (NJRC) will be working in concert with
other regulatory bodies for out of competition testing so that trainers
(other than specific requests) will have the option of locating within
150 miles, stabling at Vernon and Tioga or remaining stabled where
they are provided it is a jurisdiction that is working in tandem with
NJRC.
Some of the samples collected by way of this new relationship will
be forwarded to the Hong Kong Jockey Club Racing Laboratory for
testing purposes. An exciting development of this joint venture is that
any positive finding from these OOCT samples will now be subject to
the rules and regulations of the New Jersey Racing Commission.
“We’re making great strides on the integrity issue. While it was
never our intention to make things difficult for those honest trainers competing in our stakes it has been necessary to have the horses
where they could be tested out of competition far enough in advance
of the races to get the results in before they raced,” said Meadowlands
President Jeff Gural. “Now, with the cooperation of other states and
provinces, we can have the horse tested where they are stabled and
serve the purpose without relocating the horses. Just as importantly,
with the NJRC involved in the process there will be real consequences
imposed on the cheaters instead of just being excluded at my tracks.”
Complete information including schedules, conditions and nomination forms may be downloaded from The Meadowlands website. Questions should be directed to the Racing Office at (201) 842-5130.

-edited release, Meadowlands
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HARNESS NEWS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA
Cal Expo Pick 5 carryover on Friday
A carryover of $5,281 in the 50-cent Pick 5 along with the featured
$8,300 Alan Kirschenbaum Final take centerstage on Friday at Cal
Expo.
Offered on the first five races on the card and combined with a
reduced 16 percent takeout rate, the pick 5 will have a $20,000-guaranteed gross pool.
Last week’s Prep victress Cenalta Diamond heads the cast for the
Kirschenbaum. Cenalta Diamond is a 5-year-old daughter of Allamerican Merlin who carries the banner of Gordon, Helen and Myrna
Empey with Gordon Empey the conditioner and Mooney Svendsen
in his usual place in the sulky. Those same connections will also be
represented by Cenalta Artistry in the main event and she will have
the services of Rene Goulet.

Read More

Foiled Again goes for win 100 on Thursday
“He helped take me to the next level as a driver.”
Such were the words of Yannick Gingras, who takes a seat behind
Foiled Again as the sport’s richest-ever equine is invading Yonkers
Raceway in search of his 100th career victory.
Foiled Again returns to the Westchester wars Thursday night (Feb.
1), leaving from post position No. 5 in the $20,000 eighth-race pace. The
14-year-old Dragon Again gelding makes the 306th purse start of his
$7.5 million career.

Read More

Nuncio now available to North American breeders
Hanover Shoe Farms is pleased to announce that Sweden’s national
hero, Elitlopp winner Nuncio, will be available to North American
breeders in 2018 and beyond by way of frozen semen.
His fee has been set at $9,500, live foal.
The richest son of Hanover stallion Andover Hall entered stud this
year at Menhammar Stuteri in Sweden, where his book immediately
filled and was closed. Hanover will now begin handling breeding
applications in the U.S. and Canada, with Select Breeders overseeing
all aspects of semen transportation and servicing.
Nuncio, with records of 2,1:53f, 3,1:50 4/5 in the U.S. and a mile rate
time of 1:50 3/5f in Sweden, has earned more than $3.5-million internationally and is widely acclaimed as one of the greatest trotters of
his--or any--generation.

Read More

Readly Express wins Prix d’Amerique
Readly Express denied Bold Eagle his third straight Prix
d’Amerique victory Sunday at Paris’s Vincennes Racecourse, holding
him at bay in a thrilling stretch drive.
After several false depatures from the standing start, the race
finally went off, and it would be Valko Jenilat (Eric Raffin) getting
away best and taking the lead. She would give way to Propulsion
(Orjan Kihlstrom) as they raced past the finish line for the first time,
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with Bird Parker (Jean-Philippe Monclin) then taking up the firstover position. Bird Parker would be able to get around Propulsion
for the lead with about 1,000 meters to go, with Readly Express (Bjorn
Goop) fanning three-wide from second-over on the last turn.

Read More

Owner Bill Donovan sweet on Youaremycandygirl
Bill Donovan has participated in harness racing at multiple levels,
from working as a groom to owning a breeding farm, but he is perhaps
best known because of his involvement in the sport as a horse owner.
And Dan Patch Award winner Youaremycandygirl has become the
most recent to provide Donovan with the sweet taste of success.
Youaremycandygirl was voted the sport’s best 2-year-old female
pacer in 2017 after winning nine of 11 races and earning $895,615.
She became the fastest 2-year-old female pacer in history thanks to
her 1:50 victory in a division of the International Stallion Stakes at
Lexington’s Red Mile, a time that tied colt Hayden Hanover for the
best of any 2-year-old pacer last season.

Read More

Snowshoe, Blizzard finals set for Friday at Woodbine
After two weeks of competitive and intriguing action, the Snowshoe
and Blizzard Series finals will take place this Friday (February 2) at
Woodbine Racetrack.
Each final will feature a field of 10 with the Snowshoe (3 and 4-yearold pacers) going for a purse of C$41,400 and the Blizzard (3 and 4-yearold pacing fillies and mares) for a purse of C$39,400.
Both series were open to 3 and 4-year-old pacers who were nonwinners of two-races or $30,000 lifetime as of October 31, 2017.
This year’s Snowshoe Series has generated good buzz through the
opening two-weeks, as a total of 32 pacers competed in the preliminary legs. The large turnout made for great racing during the preliminary legs with top results necessary to qualify for the final.

READ MORE

Multi-race pools continue to grow at The Meadowlands
It was another good 48 hours for Meadowlands’ players last weekend (Jan. 26-27) as big pools led to big payouts over the two racing
programs.
The Saturday night 13-race card saw a 2018-high total handle of
$2,790,201 ($214,630 per race) pushed through the windows, highlighted by the track’s signature Pick 4 wager, which had a pool that
topped $100,000 for the first time this year.
“Going into the 2018 season,” said track Chief Operating Officer and
General Manager Jason Settlemoir. “Our goals were getting the Pick
5 pools back to $50,000 and the Pick 4 pools back to $75,000. Last weekend, both Pick 5 pools surpassed $56,000 while the Pick 4s clocked in
at $85,000 and $101,000, respectively. Our 20-Cent Jackpot Super High
Five carryover heading into Friday is at $84,000. These large pools
are obviously attracting all types of night-time players to the Meadowlands’ signal.

READ MORE
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Winter/Spring Stakes Schedule
Woodbine (Friday, Feb. 2)

yonkers (saturday, april 14)

$30,000 Blizzard Final

3&4YO F&M Pace

$50,000 GeOrGe MOrtOn levY

$30,000 SnOwShOe Final

3&4YO h&G Pace

MiaMi Valley (Monday, april 16)

yonkers (Friday, March 16)
$40,000 Blue chiP MatchMaker

F&M Pace (leG 1)

yonkers (saturday, March 17)
$50,000 GeOrGe MOrtOn levY

OPen Pace (leG 1)

yonkers (Friday, March 23)
$40,000 Blue chiP MatchMaker

F&M Pace (leG 2)

yonkers (saturday, March 24)
$50,000 GeOrGe MOrtOn levY

OPen Pace (leG 2)

yonkers (Monday, March 26)

$40,000 JaMeS hackett Final

OPen Pace (leG 5)

3YO FillY trOt

MiaMi Valley (tuesday, april 17)
$40,000 JaMeS hackett Final

3YO c&G trOt

MiaMi Valley (Friday, april 20)
$40,000 JaMeS hackett Final

3YO FillY Pace

MiaMi Valley (saturday, april 21)
$40,000 JaMeS hackett Final

3YO c&G Pace

yonkers (saturday, april 21)
$200k (added) levY Final

OPen Pace

$50,000 PetticOat Final

3&4YO F&M Pace

$125k (added) MatchMaker Final F&M Pace

$30,000 PetticOat cOnSOlatiOn

3&$YO F&M Pace

$100,000 levY cOnSOlatiOn

yonkers (tuesday, March 27)
$50,000 SaGaMOre Final

3&4YO h&G Pace

$30,000 SaGaMOre cOnSOlatiOn

3&$YO h&G Pace

yonkers (Friday, March 30)
$40,000 Blue chiP MatchMaker

F&M Pace (leG 3)

yonkers (saturday, March 31)
$50,000 GeOrGe MOrtOn levY

OPen Pace (leG 3)

yonkers (Friday, april 6)
$40,000 Blue chiP MatchMaker

F&M Pace (leG 4)

yonkers (saturday, april 7)
$50,000 GeOrGe MOrtOn levY

OPen Pace (leG 4)

yonkers (Friday, april 13)
$40,000 Blue chiP MatchMaker

F&M Pace (leG 5)
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OPen Pace

$75,000 MatchMaker cOnSOlatiOn F&M Pace

yonkers (tuesday, april 24)
$55,000 SOa BOnuS trOt Final OPen trOt
$35,000 SOa BOnuS trOt cOnSO. OPen trOt

MiaMi Valley (Friday, april 27)
$50,000 Scarlet & GraY inv.

3YO FillY Pace

$50,000 Scarlet & GraY inv.

3YO FillY trOt

Freehold (saturday, april 28)
$40,000 dexter cuP eliMinatiOn 3YO OPen trOt

MiaMi Valley (saturday, april 28)
$50,000 Scarlet & GraY inv.

3YO c&G Pace

$50,000 Scarlet & GraY inv.

3YO c&G trOt

(Information courtesy USTA - All stakes with purses of at least
$30,000 through April 30 are listed.)
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